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Zoom into dusty plasma instabilities
Hagop Tawidian, Thomas Lecas, and Maxime Mikikian

Abstract—In a krypton plasma, the growth of dust particles
can strongly affect the plasma characteristics by inducingmany
types of instabilities. These unstable phenomena are studied by
analyzing their frequency evolution as a function of time and
by emphasizing the appearance of plasma spheroids. Different
phases are evidenced thanks to a detailed analysis of the form
and frequency of the discharge current. Concerning the plasma
spheroids, interesting motions in the plasma bulk are evidenced.

Index Terms—Dusty plasma, complex plasma, dust particle
growth, instabilities, Fourier analysis, plasma spheroids.

I. I NTRODUCTION

PLASMAS are present in nature and also in many in-
dustrial processes. When favorable conditions are en-

countered, dust particles can be grown in these plasmas. The
formation of dust particles has been intensively studied since
their discovery in plasma processing reactors [1], [2] partic-
ularly in microelectronics. These particles can fall on wafers
and affect semiconductor device performances. However, these
nanometer size dust particles can be useful in some industrial
applications like solar cells [3] or memories. More recently,
the existence of dust particles in fusion reactors [4] like the
future ITER, is the subject of a special attention. In nature,
especially in the astrophysics field, dusty plasmas are found
in comet tails and planetary atmospheres [5].

In laboratory, dust particles can be grown using reactive
gases [6]–[13] or material sputtering [14]–[16], molecular
precursors resulting from both methods launch a succession
of chemical reactions leading to the growth of dust particles.
In the present work, material sputtering is used to grow a
high density of dust particles in a Kr plasma. During their
growth, they acquire a negative charge by capturing electrons
[17]–[19]. This loss of free electrons [20] can lead to a
disturbance of the plasma equilibrium. Many types of unstable
behaviors can be observed like the heartbeat instability [21],
[22], dust particle growth instabilities (DPGI) [23], [24]or
rotating plasma spheroids close to the electrodes [25], [26]. To
study the evolution of the instabilities as a function of time,
the amplitude of the discharge current fundamental harmonic
is recorded and analyzed using different methods like the
Fourier spectrogram, Fourier spectrum and peak detection.
Several regimes are identified with different frequencies and
signal forms. One of the objectives of this work is to find
a way to correlate the instability characteristics and the time
evolution of dust particle size and density. It can open new
perspectives for dust particle growth monitoring with an easily
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implemented diagnostics. A good characterization of these
instabilities has to be performed as a first step. In the present
paper, this characterization is explored. Thanks to a high-
speed camera, a new phenomenon has also been observed
by recording the plasma glow. Plasma spheroids characterized
by a slightly enhanced luminosity appear stochastically inthe
plasma bulk. These spheroids can have up and down motions
and sudden changes in their directions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Experiments are performed in the PKE-Nefedov reactor
[15], [27] where the plasma is created by a capacitively-
coupled radio-frequency (13.56 MHz in push-pull mode) dis-
charge in krypton. The two electrodes are separated by3 cm
and have a diameter of4 cm. The injected rf power is around
3 W for a pressure of1.6 mbar. Dust particles are grown
by sputtering previously injected micrometer size particles
made of polymer (melamine formaldehyde) and lying on the
electrodes. After each experiment, the grown dust particles
fall down on the electrodes, and this additional material is
also sputtered and involved in the growth process. In previous
experiments with argon, the dust cloud was observed by laser
light scattering using a thin laser sheet injected through the
reactor by a laser diode at685 nm. However, when using Kr,
the dust cloud is not observed except in the afterglow phase,
meaning that probably the dust particle size does not exceed
100 nm. Indeed, in Kr the final size of the grown dust particles
appears much smaller than in Ar while their number density is
much higher. The Kr mass being twice higher than the Ar one,
it can change the sputtering efficiency of the deposited material
and also the dust particle erosion in the plasma volume. It can
contribute to explain the higher dust particle density and the
smaller final size leading to new behaviors not observed in Ar.
To monitor dust particle growth, the amplitude of the discharge
current fundamental harmonic is recorded. The plasma glow
is observed thanks to a high-speed camera (Photron Fastcam
SA5) at16000 frames per second.

III. D UST PARTICLE GROWTH INSTABILITIES AND THEIR

DIFFERENT PHASES

To obtain a sufficiently high dust density, the reactor was
pumped down to a very low base pressure around10

−6 mbar
before each experiment. Once the plasma is switched on, the
sputtering process begins and after a few tens of seconds, the
instability beginning is observed. The loss of free electrons
on the dust particle surface is observed on the amplitude of
the discharge current that is decreasing during dust particle
formation and growth (Fig. 1). Sudden amplitude drops in the
electrical signal are noticed when using Kr. These drops last
for a few seconds and are evidenced just after the plasma
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Fig. 1. Time evolution of the amplitude of the discharge current during
dust particle growth (dc component). DPGI begin at62 s. Sudden drops are
observed at28 s and91 s and could be related to the high dust particle
density.
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Fig. 2. Fourier spectrogram of the electrical measurementsshowing the
frequency evolution as a function of time.

ignition and during the first part of the instabilities. Later in
the growth process, the existence of these drops is no more
evidenced. Their origin is currently under investigation and
could be related to the huge density of grown dust particles.

To study more precisely the evolution of the instabilities
as a function of time, the oscillating part of the electrical
measurements is recorded to have a better oscilloscope vertical
resolution. This measurement is performed during a new
experiment, different than the one presented in Fig. 1. The
Fourier spectrogram of the signal is calculated to distinguish
different phases in DPGI (Fig. 2). To highlight the importance
of the different frequencies, the Fourier spectrogram intensity
has been normalized on each100 s range. The instability
begins around140 s after the plasma ignition and consists
of a succession of regular and chaotic phases. In a global
way, a scenario tends to repeat. Several ordered phases are
detected just after the instability beginning and are followed
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Fig. 3. Zoom of Fig. 2 on the first part of the instability. The instability
begins at140 s and is characterized by4 successive ordered phases before
entering in a chaotic regime.

by a long chaotic phase (between162 s and1400 s) briefly
interrupted by a short ordered phase (between300 s and370 s).
Then, a regular phase occurs with a decreasing frequency, and
finally, the instability stops after another short chaotic phase
that becomes more and more regular.

In Fig. 3, a zoom of the Fourier spectrogram is made to
study more specifically the instability beginning, the vertical
lines around (110 s and130 s) correspond to electrical drops
similar to the ones observed in Fig. 1. The ordered phases
are well observed between140 s and162 s. Four phases can
be clearly evidenced. The first phase from140 s to 142 s is
followed by a second one until148 s. Then, a well-defined
third phase takes place until157 s and finally a fourth one
(less clear) exists until162 s where the system enters in the
chaotic regime.

In order to better characterize these phases, the correspond-
ing electrical signals and their Fourier spectra are presented in
Fig. 4. All the phases show well-defined patterns containing
a varying number of peaks. For the first phase (Fig. 4(a)),
the main pattern is composed of two big peaks followed
by a smaller one while for the second and third phases,
respectively four (Fig. 4(b)) and two peaks (Fig. 4(c)) of
different amplitudes form the main pattern. The fourth phase
(Fig. 4(d)) appears roughly similar to the first one with
differences in the relative amplitude of the peaks. From this
first insight, the transition between each phase is characterized
by the appearance or disappearance of peaks. The frequency
evolution is also quite interesting. In order to better understand
and complete Fig. 3, the Fourier spectrum of each phase is
presented in Figs. 4(e)-(h). It appears that the same typical
frequencies or their harmonics are globally encountered in
each phase. Harmonics are easily obtained due to the non-
sinusoidal shape of the signals that have similarities with
sawtooth signals. The smallest detected frequency is about
15− 16 Hz. This frequency is clearly detected in Fig. 4(f), is
very small in the cases corresponding to Figs. 4(e) and (h) and
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Fig. 4. Electrical signals and their corresponding Fourierspectra for the first
4 ordered phases of the instability.

cannot be detected in Fig. 4(g). Whereas in Figs. 4(e) and (h)
presenting the whole frequency range this frequency cannot
be observed, its presence has been confirmed by filtering
and zooming the corresponding data around15 Hz. In the
phases where this frequency appears, it corresponds to the
main pattern frequency that is slightly similar in phases1, 2

and 4. For phase3, the main pattern frequency is about30

Hz, twice the value of the other phases. This value of30

Hz is present in all the phases, as a main frequency or as
an harmonic. Another interesting value is the frequency at
45 Hz that is clearly present in phases1, 2 and 4. In the
Fourier spectra, a peak is centered at this value with a width
of about4 Hz. It appears that45 Hz is roughly the frequency
corresponding to the peak separation within the main patterns.
For phase1, three peaks at a repetition rate of45 Hz constitute
the main pattern that repeats at15 Hz. For phase2, the main
pattern frequency is similar but with four peaks: The first two
peaks appear at45 Hz but the frequency for the two other
peaks is continuously increasing with values multiple of15

Hz. The fact that the system oscillates at very well-defined
frequencies that are multiple from each others, underlinesthat
the dynamics behind these instabilities is relatively complex.
For example, the sum of two signals at30 Hz and60 Hz can
roughly reproduce the signal of phase3 (Figs. 4(c) and (g))
but a linear combination of simple signals cannot reproduce
the other phases in a satisfactory way. Additional experiments
and analyses will be performed in order to better understand
the frequency dependence of the signals and the occurrence
and evolution of defined frequencies.

During the instabilities, the electrical signal can also be
analyzed through the variations of its oscillation amplitude.
The same time series data used to obtain Fig. 2 and to derive
the results in Figs. 3 and 4 is also used to analyze the electrical
signal data. To analyze this signal, the peak maxima and
minima are measured. One part of the instability that appears
particularly interesting corresponds to the region between 2360

s and2460 s. The peak detection of this region is shown in
Fig. 5 where the maxima and the minima are represented.
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Fig. 5. Peak detection on the electrical measurements showing the evolution
of the peak amplitudes. The maxima (> 0) and minima (< 0) are represented.

On the time series, this region is characterized by a3 peak
pattern and occurs just before the last ordered phase at the end
of the instabilities. In Fig. 5, the maxima evolution shows a
very particular behavior. It is especially clear at2420 s where
the amplitude evolution of the different peaks follows an eye-
shape form. An increase of the amplitude of the main peak cor-
responds to the decrease of the amplitude of the second peak.
Then, when the main peak reaches its maximum amplitude,
it starts to decrease while the second peak amplitude behaves
in the opposite way. When the amplitude of these two peaks
becomes comparable, a short ”chaotic” regime occurs that
conclude the eye-shape oscillation. This phenomenon repeats
several times during the instability. It is noteworthy to mention
that the third peak keeps a constant amplitude during the whole
duration of this phenomenon. Concerning the amplitude of the
peak minima, its variation is not so clear and its analysis will
be further examined. From these new analyses based on the
amplitude variations, it appears that the resulting measured
signal can be a complex combination of signals and plasma
behaviors. They can evolve simultaneously or interact with
each other, this interaction can be the consequence of the
short chaotic regime occurring at the end of the eye-shape
form when the two maxima have close amplitudes.

IV. PLASMA GLOW BEHAVIOR

In the previous section, an analysis has been performed on
the electrical measurements during the instabilities. In order
to better understand the plasma evolution during DPGI, the
plasma glow has also been analyzed by high-speed imaging.
An interesting phenomenon consisting of the appearance of
plasma spheroids in the plasma bulk is observed. These
spheroids are well-defined regions of about a few mm with a
slightly enhanced luminosity. In a previous paper [26] where
experiments were performed in Ar, these spheroids where
shown to appear and disappear near the electrodes. Their
behavior was either ”chaotic”, or regular with clear rotations
along the circumference of the electrodes [25], [26]. In this
paper where Kr is used, these plasma spheroids are also
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evidenced in the plasma bulk as shown in Fig. 6 where10

successive images are extracted from a video recorded at
16000 images per second. False colors are used to enhance the
luminosity contrast in different regions of the plasma. Thetop
and bottom regions of each frame correspond to the electrodes.
As for Ar, many plasma spheroids appear in the vicinity of
the electrodes. In the plasma bulk, these plasma spheroids
have a comet-like shape as clearly seen for example in the
first image of Fig. 6. The spheroid in the plasma center is
heading toward the lower electrode where another spheroid
seems to attract it as observed in the first2 frames. Then,
a sudden change in the spheroid direction occurs: Another
spheroid emerges from the top presheath region and moves
toward the plasma center. This new spheroid seems to impact
the central spheroid as confirmed by looking at its comet-like
shape: The comet head is now on the spheroid top (image4

in Fig. 6). The central spheroid is now moving toward the
top electrode up to image10. These up and down motions
can repeat several times. The composition of these spheroids
is still unknown, they can be composed of just plasma or of
plasma containing dust particles. Similar behaviors have been
observed in a Kr plasma without dust particles [28] but with
the insertion of an object in the plasma. As dust particles, this
object can strongly disturb the free electron density and itcan
be suggested that similar instabilities with plasma spheroids
can also be obtained. The origin of these plasma spheroids and
particularly of their motion is currently under investigation.
It raises interesting questions about the type of interaction
between these regions of enhanced emission.

The correlation between the electrical measurements pre-
sented in section III and the plasma spheroids is difficult for
several reasons. The electrical measurements are a global mea-
surement, and thus are representative of the changes occurring
in the whole plasma. Frames in Fig. 6 show a part of the
plasma and do not give information on the possible presence
of other spheroids in the plasma regions outside the camera
field of view. Thus, a direct correlation would need to perfectly
identify all spheroids appearing in the discharge. Concerning
the spheroid motions, the correlation is even more difficultas
a spheroid moving in the plasma does not necessarily change
the discharge current. Indeed, if the ”charge” transportedby
the spheroid is just displaced in the plasma it does not change
the global current, except of course if the spheroid size and
brightness are changing.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, instabilities triggered by the presence of dust
particles are studied in a Kr plasma. These instabilities appear
when a high density of grown dust particles is achieved. These
instabilities are characterized by electrical measurements and
high-speed imaging. The amplitude of the discharge current
decreases due to the loss of free electrons on the dust particle
surface. Some electrical drops are also evidenced and are cur-
rently under investigation. A Fourier analysis of the electrical
measurements shows the existence of different phases during
DPGI. The first4 ordered phases are studied more precisely
using the Fourier spectrum and by observing the signal shape.

Fig. 6. Up and down motions of plasma spheroids in between theelectrodes.
Interactions between plasma spheroids can be detected. Images are extracted
from a video recorded at16000 frames per second.

After these regular phases, the instability enters into a long
chaotic regime followed by a regular phase with a decreasing
frequency. The instability ends with a short chaotic phase that
becomes more and more regular. In comparison with Ar results
[23] some preliminary comparisons can be made. Similarities
are found in the succession of the different phases. As in
Ar, in Kr we observed that DPGI start with several regular
regimes followed by a long chaotic regime and finish by a
more regular phase. Concerning the frequency values, in Kr
the frequencies are slightly higher than in Ar. This is consistent
with the fact that the dust particle size is smaller and the
dust particle density is higher in Kr. A deeper comparison is
currently on-going. The instability amplitude is also analyzed
by using peak detection. This method shows that during some
time periods, the peak maxima and minima follow a well-
defined pattern consisting of the appearance of an eye-shape
form. These various analyses show that the measured electrical
signal is a complex combination of plasma behaviors with
different typical frequencies.

In order to better investigate the plasma evolution during
DPGI, the plasma glow has been analyzed by a high-speed
camera evidencing the appearance of plasma spheroids in the
plasma bulk. These spheroids have a comet-like shape with
a slightly enhanced luminosity and they can move. Sudden
changes in their direction appear to be due to the appearance
of other nearby spheroids. The origin of the spheroid motions
and interactions is currently under investigation and can reveal
very interesting phenomena related to interaction models.
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